Jebsen & Jessen Group of Companies South East Asia
Since 1963 we have worked in partnerships with global market leaders, facilitating and capitalising on opportunities
throughout South East Asia. An industrial enterprise, our business spans manufacturing, engineering and distribution activities.
The core business units are: Cable Technology, Ingredients, Life Sciences, Material Handling, Offshore, Packaging and
Technology.
Together we serve over 20,000 customers in the region and beyond. Through our more than 50 subsidiaries and associate
companies we employ over 4,500 people.
We believe in doing good business, acting with integrity and respecting the people we serve, our own staff and the wider
community. Our financial and organisational stability enables us to sustain the entrepreneurial spirit of our founders, always
being prepared for new opportunities. Our state-of-the-art regional platform facilitates cost-effective access to the diverse
markets in South East Asia quickly and efficiently.
Beyond the region we are closely connected to a network of sister companies in Australia, Europe and Greater China.
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ASEAN focused engineering, manufacturing and distribution group
Seven Regional Business Units with market leading positions
Operational entities in Australia, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore,
Taiwan, Thailand, United Arab Emirates and Vietnam
Assets: 1.4bn SGD | Turnover: 1.2bn SGD
Over 4,500 employees
More than 50 subsidiaries and associate companies
Part of a global family enterprise that dates back to a trading partnership formed in Hong Kong in 1895

Executive Board
Chairman:
Heinrich Jessen
Executive Vice Chairmen: Alex Chan & Per Magnusson
What We Do
We speak the language of South East Asia, creating a bridge between our technology partners and the varied markets of this
diverse, economically vibrant region. On the ground we have local expertise and local facilities. At a regional level we provide
a professional, well-resourced network of business and corporate services to our member companies.
We specialise in cost-effective market penetration for high-quality products that require meaningful technical and customer
support services. Our commitment to the region spans 50 years. Prudent planning and a long-term vision keep us focused on
a sustainable future over the next 50 years and beyond.
With an intimate knowledge of the local markets, the Group has been a major catalyst in introducing state-of-the-art
technology from world-class partners to the region.

www.jjsea.com

Group Structure
Each of our Regional Business Units operates autonomously, with our Executive Board providing a strategic framework. The
Group is supported by our country-based Business Services Units, which enable us to execute work effectively, and our
Central Services Unit, which ensures compliance, risk management and prudence across the region.
Regional Business Units

Markets

Cable Technology (joint venture with Lapp Holding Asia)
Cables • Accessories • Manufacturing

BN • KH • ID • MY • MM •
PH • SG • TH • VN

Ingredients
Coating & Resins • Plastic & Rubber • Performance Chemicals • Agribusiness • Food •
Pharma, Personal & Home Care

KH • ID • LA • MY • MM •
PH • SG • TH • VN

Life Sciences (joint venture with Air Liquide Global E&C Solutions)
Edible Oil Extraction & Refining • Oleochemicals • Biofuels

CN • ID • MY

Material Handling (joint venture withTerex MHPS GmbH))
Cranes & Components • Industrial Products • Service

AU • KH • ID • LA • MM •
MY • PH • SG • TH • TW
• VN • LA

Offshore
Lifting and Pulling Equipment • Offshore Cables • Service

CN • MY • SG • AE

Packaging
Protective Packaging • Plastic Bottles & Jars • Moulded Foam Components • Engineered
Foam for Construction

MY • SG • VN

Technology
Energy • Industrial Services • Pumps • Scientific Equipment • Turf & Irrigation

BN • KH • ID • LA • MY •
MM • SG • TH • VN

Corporate Compliance
As a corporate citizen, we take social responsibility seriously. Reflecting a value system instituted from the founding fathers,
our corporate commitment and operating philosophy govern the day-to-day operations of the respective business activities.
We adhere to the global norms of our technology partners and maintain sound and ethical business behaviour in all
endeavours. Stringent policies are applicable throughout our Group to be compliant with international corporate governance
guidelines and to ensure sustainable and fair business practices.
Corporate Social Responsibility
Looking beyond our own business we see a social responsibility, heightened by the reality of life in less developed parts of
the region. As a responsible corporate citizen, we believe in making a difference to the environment and community we
operate in. This is reflected in our steadfast commitment via contribution of resources and innovative technologies for the
sustainable development of the environment and engagement of the community.
Our vision of corporate responsibility is that it stands as a constant part of what any organisation should do. Our Business
Principles document the expectations we have of our corporate behaviour. Environment, health and safety policies and
procedures provide a structure for action throughout our businesses. Reflecting our commitment to the environment, we
became one of the first carbon neutral industrial companies in South East Asia. Every year we measure our carbon footprint
and offset the carbon we use.Through our Meet a Need programme, our employees engage voluntarily in hands-on
Corporate Social Responsibility projects, helping us live up to our Corporate Philosophy and fulfilling our commitment to our
community and the environment.
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